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Abstract
We consider how the principles of causality and equivalence restrict the
background in which matter field theories are defined; those constraints
develop in restrictions for these matter field theories: the simplest mat-
ter field theory aside, all other less simple matter field theories are too
complex therefore resulting to be inconsistent in general instances.
Introduction
The Principles of Causality and Equivalence are the two fundamental princi-
ples that define the properties of the geometry, because they imply the light-
cone structure be preserved in the unique system of reference that is locally in
free-fall; then metric connections with completely antisymmetric Cartan torsion
tensors have to be required for consistency [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
However if matter fields have higher-spin then the problem of being boosted
out of the light-cone during free-fall or lacking free-fall at all arises, and therefore
such matter fields with higher-spin will be characterized by inconsistencies; on
the other hand the definition of higher-spin matter fields can avoid inconsisten-
cies if constraints are imposed: this procedure is a commonly used prescription
discussed in what is known as the Velo-Zwanziger problem [6, 7, 8].
However the Velo-Zwanziger problem in its original form considers connec-
tions that are non-trivial only for the presence of gauge fields, and in following
papers the Velo-Zwanziger problem generalized up to connections that also have
the metric tensor beside the torsion tensor is discussed [9, 10, 11, 12]; beyond
the analysis of this generalized Velo-Zwanziger problem, in this paper we will
also consider the torsion-spin coupling imposing the complete antisymmetry of
the spin tensor itself [13]: the constraints due to the Velo-Zwanziger analysis
will not only be strengthened by the presence of the torsional back-reaction of
the torsion-spin coupling of the fields with themselves but furthermore they will
also be accompanied by additional constraints on the complete antisymmetry of
their spin. We will see that these constraints for the matter fields will eventu-
ally result in severe restrictions that cannot be met by too complex matter field
theories, and therefore when a matter field theory has a too complex structure
then it will turn out to be inconsistent in the most general situation possible.
1
1 Constraints in Matter Field Theories
In a given geometry, the metric structure is given in terms of two symmetric
metric tensors gαβ and g
αβ that are one the inverse of the other and differential
operations Dµ are defined through the connections Γ
ρ
αβ defined in terms of
their transformation law, and because the metric tensors cannot vanish and
the connections are not tensors then they will always depend on the particular
coordinate system in such a way that there exists a unique local coordinate
system in which the metric can be flattened whereas there are in general different
local coordinate systems in which one of the different symmetric parts of the
connections can be vanished; by demanding the condition of metricity according
to the relationship given by Dµg = 0 and the Cartan torsion tensor to be
completely antisymmetric according to the condition Qαµρ = Q[αµρ] then we
have that the local coordinate systems in which the metric tensor is flattened
and the symmetric part of the connection vanishes are the same and there
is a single local coordinate system in which the only symmetric part of the
connection can be vanished: these conditions respectively entail the principle of
causality and equivalence, as it has been discussed in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
We remark that from the metric tensor it is possible to define also the Levi-
Civita completely antisymmetric tensor ε; then the completely antisymmetric
torsion tensor can equivalently be written in terms of the axial torsion vector as
Qβµρ = εβµρσWσ (1)
and the condition Dµε = 0 can be inferred as well.
In this background, we will define Riemann curvature tensor Gαβµν as
Gαλµν = ∂µΓ
α
λν − ∂νΓ
α
λµ + Γ
α
ρµΓ
ρ
λν − Γ
α
ρνΓ
ρ
λµ (2)
antisymmetric in both the first and the second couple of indices, allowing only
one independent contraction, Ricci curvature tensor Gλαλβ = Gαβ , whose con-
traction is Ricci curvature scalar Gαβg
αβ = G and this will set our convention.
Riemann curvature tensor, Ricci curvature tensor and scalar, together with
Cartan torsion tensor verify
DρQ
ρµν +
(
Gνµ −
1
2
gνµG
)
−
(
Gµν −
1
2
gµνG
)
≡ 0 (3)
and
Dµ
(
Gµρ −
1
2
gµρG
)
−
(
Gµβ −
1
2
gµβG
)
Qβµρ +
1
2
GµκβρQβµκ ≡ 0 (4)
known as Jacobi-Bianchi identities.
Next we consider that in the case of complex fields also gauge covariance
needs to be considered, and in this case differential operations Dµ are defined
through the gauge connections Aα so to give gauge covariant derivatives.
In this background, we define Maxwell curvature tensor Fµν as
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (5)
which is antisymmetric, and thus it is obviously irreducible.
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The Maxwell curvature tensor is such that it verifies
∂αFµσ + ∂σFαµ + ∂µFσα ≡ 0 (6)
which are geometric identities known as Jacobi-Cauchy identities, and the com-
mutator of covariant derivatives applied on Maxwell curvature tensor gives
Dρ
(
DσF
σρ +
1
2
FαµQ
αµρ
)
≡ 0 (7)
in the form of conservation laws.
We shall now address the fundamental issue based on the fact that, although
in the case of the spacetime curvature (2) the object upon which the ordinary
derivatives act is a connection and thus it cannot be generalized in order to be
written in terms of covariant derivatives, nevertheless in the case of the gauge
curvature (5) the object upon which the ordinary derivatives act is a vector and
so it could be generalized in order to be written in terms of covariant derivatives
as in the following
Φµν = DµAν −DνAµ ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ +AρQ
ρ
µν = Fµν +AρQ
ρ
µν (8)
which is not gauge invariant: however we have also to notice that even if (5)
could be generalized up to (8), such a generalization is not needed since (5)
is already the most general definition if we want Maxwell curvature tensor to
be the commutator of gauge covariant derivatives, exactly in the same way in
which Riemann curvature tensor is the most general definition if we want it to
be the commutator of covariant derivatives, as it has also been discussed in [5].
Within this background, to define matter fields classified according to the
value of their spin we have to consider that a given matter field of spin s has in
general 2s+ 1 degrees of freedom, whose number has to be equal to that of the
corresponding 2s+1 independent solutions of a system of field equations, which
has to specify the highest-order time derivative of all the components of the
field itself. As it may happen that field equations are not enough to determine
the correct rank of the solution, one needs to impose constraints, which are
equations in which all components of the field have highest-order time derivatives
that never appear; these constraints can be imposed in two ways, either being
implied by the field equations or being assigned as subsidiary conditions that
come along with the field equations. Although the former procedure seems more
elegant, whenever interactions are present it has two types of problems: the first
is that the presence of the interacting fields could increase the order derivative of
the constraining equation up to the same order derivative of the field equations
themselves, creating the possibility that highest-order time derivatives of some
component appear to convert the constraint into a field equation, and spoiling
the balance between degrees of freedom and independent components of the
field; on the other hand if in the constraining equation the highest-order time
derivative never appeared or if it actually appeared but could be removed by
means of field equations, then the constraint is a constraint indeed, but in this
case a second type of problem is that the interacting fields could let terms of the
highest-order derivative appear in the equation that determines the propagation
of the wave fronts, allowing these terms to influence the propagation of the
wave fronts themselves. The equation that determines the propagation of the
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wave fronts is obtained by considering in the field equations modified by the
constraints only the terms of the highest-order derivative, where the derivatives
are formally replaced with the vector n getting a matricial equation, of which
one has to demand singularity getting what is called characteristic equation; the
solutions of the characteristic equation are the normal n to the characteristic
surfaces describing the propagation of the wave fronts: if there is no time-like
normal then there is no space-like characteristic surface, and therefore there is
no acausal propagation for the wave front, as extensively discussed throughout
references [6, 7, 8] and in the generalized cases in references [9, 10, 11, 12].
Once this analysis is performed to check causal propagation, the last require-
ment is that the system of field equations
DσF
σρ +
1
2
FαµQ
αµρ = Jρ (9)
with (
Gσρ −
1
2
gσρG
)
+ 8piK
(
1
4
gσρF 2 − F σµF ρµ
)
= −8piKT σρ (10)
and
Qνσρ = 16piKSνσρ (11)
Sνσρ = S[νσρ] (12)
in terms of the gravitational constantK is postulated so that the torsion and the
curvature together with the gauge fields are coupled to the spin Sνσρ with the
energy T σρ and also the current Jµ, whose conservation laws will be determined
by the system of matter field equations, building the set-up of the fundamental
field equations at the least-order derivative, as it has also been discussed in [13].
1.1 Constraints for the Degrees of Freedom
Having settled the background in this way, we begin to consider the issue of
which matter fields could actually be defined in it; clearly, because the back-
ground is characterized by these constraints, then matter fields will behave in a
correspondingly restricted way.
1.1.1 Constrained Matter Field Theories
In the background thus defined, the complete antisymmetry spin Sνσρ with the
energy T σρ and also the current Jµ have to be such that the conservation laws
DρS
ρµν +
1
2
(T µν − T νµ) = 0 (13)
and also
DµT
µρ − TµβQ
βµρ − SβµκG
µκβρ + JβF
βρ = 0 (14)
together with
DρJ
ρ = 0 (15)
are verified when matter field equations are postulated.
We will next consider a few examples of matter fields discussing how they
can be defined in order for these constraints to be respected.
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Examples of Vector Fields. In the case of a vector Vµ it is possible to define,
beside the standard covariant derivative in terms of the connection, another
more special differential operation Zµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ called exterior derivative
with no additional field; although this form of the derivative is compulsory for
gauge fields, for a massive vector field there is no gauge symmetry that forces
the derivative to be the exterior derivative, and although the exterior derivative
is still interesting due to its special form, there is of course the possibility to
use the most general covariant derivative defined in the standard way: in the
following we will consider massive vector fields whose dynamics is given by
covariant derivatives, first in the special case of formal exterior derivative with
respect to the most general connection Zρµ = DρVµ − DµVρ, and then in the
most general case of covariant derivatives DρVµ in the standard form.
Given the complex vector field Vµ, the most general Proca matter field equa-
tions are
DµZ
µα +m2V α = 0 (16)
in terms of the parameter m, which specify the second-order time derivative for
only the spatial components but which also develop the constraint
m2DµV
µ −
1
2
QραβDρZαβ −G
αβZαβ −
i
2
FαβZαβ = 0 (17)
and we see that due to the presence of torsion this constraint contains terms
with the second-order time derivative of spatial components, which can anyway
be removed by means of field equations, and thus it is a constraint; this con-
straint allows field equations to specify the second-order time derivative of all
components, although by plugging it back into the field equations the presence
of torsion gives third-order derivative field equations, which are unacceptable.
Thus a different procedure must be followed, and we can proceed by sep-
arating the variables of the vector field according to the usual decomposition
that is given by Vµ = Uµ +DµB with DµU
µ = 0, employing which the system
of the constraint with the system of field equations (16-17) is decomposed as
− 12QραβQ
ρασDσD
βB +m2D2B − 12DρQ
ραβQσαβD
σB +
+ 12Q
ραβGσραβD
σB − iQραβFραDβB −
1
2QραβQ
ρασDσU
β −
−DρQ
ραβDαUβ − iF
αβDαUβ −
i
2DρQ
ραβFαβB −
i
2Q
ραβDρFαβB +
+ 12F
αβFαβB +
1
2Q
ραβGσραβU
σ − i2Q
ραβFραUβ = 0 (18)
D2Uα − 12Q
µσαQµσρD
ρB −DµQ
µσαDσB + iF
µαDµB +
+m2DαB −QσµαDσUµ −
i
2Q
µσαFµσB + iDµF
µαB −
−GµαUµ + iF
αµUµ +m
2Uα = 0 (19)
in terms of m, specifying second-order time derivatives of all components, and
without third-order derivatives, and so acceptable.
In this equation, we consider only highest-order derivative, separating the
contribution of torsion, the gauge field and the metric, and we write the partial
derivatives as formally replaced with n to obtain the matricial equation whose
singularity condition
n2
[
n2
(
m2 +W 2
)
− |n ·W |
2
]
= 0 (20)
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is the characteristic equation that will have to be discussed.
However such a discussion of the characteristic equation and its solutions
is not actually very difficult in this case, because it is always possible to have
torsion weak enough to let time-like solutions be present, and so space-like
characteristic surfaces can always be achieved; and consequently we have that
acausal propagation of the wave front can always be accomplished.
So the matter vector complex field with the exterior derivative has wave
fronts which can always be characterized by the acausal propagation.
We will now leave the treatment of the exterior derivatives, to turn our
attention to the most general covariant derivative defined in the standard way.
Now given the vector field Vµ, the Fermi matter field equations are
D2V α +m2V α = 0 (21)
in terms of m, specifying second-order time derivatives of all components.
We clearly see that because Fermi field equations do not develop constraints,
then the characteristic equation has solutions of the light-like type alone.
However precisely because Fermi matter field equations do not develop con-
straints then subsidiary conditions are imposed to set the degrees of freedom to
the 3 that define vector fields and the set of field equations with constraints is
D2V α +m2V α = 0 (22)
DµV
µ = 0 (23)
where the conserved quantities are given by the current
Jα = i
(
V µDαV
∗
µ − V
∗
µDαV
µ
)
(24)
and by the energy
Tαν = −gανm
2V ∗µ V
µ + gανDρV
∗
βD
ρV β −DαV
∗
θ DνV
θ −DαV
θDνV
∗
θ (25)
and the spin
Sρβθ =
1
2
(
VβDρV
∗
θ − V
∗
θ DρVβ + V
∗
βDρVθ − VθDρV
∗
β
)
(26)
VβDρV
∗
θ − V
∗
θ DρVβ + V
∗
βDρVθ − VθDρV
∗
β +
+VρDβV
∗
θ − V
∗
θ DβVρ + V
∗
ρ DβVθ − VθDβV
∗
ρ = 0 (27)
ensuring the complete antisymmetry of the spin, and the spin and the energy
with the current are such that conservation laws (15), (14) and (13) are verified.
For the counting of degrees of freedom, the subsidiary condition in (23) al-
ready provides the necessary constraints that ensure the right amount of degrees
of freedom; but the condition of complete antisymmetry of the spin in (27) has
its only independent contraction given by VρD
ρV ∗θ + V
∗
ρ D
ρVθ = 0 independent
on the subsidiary condition: hence beyond the constraints provided by the sub-
sidiary condition, also VρD
ρV ∗θ +V
∗
ρ D
ρVθ = 0, not to mention the uncontracted
conditions (27), provide further constraints decreasing the amount of degrees of
freedom to less than the 3 degrees of freedom needed to define the matter vector
field as it should. So problems in the number of the degrees of freedom arise.
The matter vector complex field with standard derivative is overconstrained.
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So far we have studied the cases of exterior and standard derivatives for
the matter vector fields with complex values, where the fact that the matter
vector field had complex values was a mere property of the field alone and
not of its transformation law, which was still a transformation law of the real
Lorentz group; from now on we will turn our attention to the more satisfactory
description of matter fields in which the fields are complex fields and for which
the transformation law is complex as well, being it a complex representation of
the Lorentz group: in the following we will study the case of spinor fields.
Examples of Spinor Fields. Spinor fields transform according to spinorial
transformations; a spinorial transformation S can be expanded in terms of the
infinitesimal generators σµν = 14 [γ
µ, γν ] written in terms of the 4-dimensional
matrices γµ verifying the Clifford algebra and such that from them it is possible
to define the matrix γ = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 which is parity-odd. The matrix γ0 is
such that it verifies γ0γ
†
µγ0 = γµ and so used to define ψ = γ0ψ
† the complex
conjugate spinor. Spinorial differential operations are introduced as usual.
Vector-Spinor Fields. The column of vectors ψµ whose transformation
law is given by ψ′µ = S ∂x
′µ
∂xν
ψν defines the Rarita-Schwinger spinors. When these
spinors and their derivatives are considered, it is possible to have two types of
field equations, according to whether the indices are contracted with the Levi-
Civita completely antisymmetric tensor externally or internally between the
fields, respectively determining whether the Rarita-Schwinger constraints are
implied by the Rarita-Schwinger field equations or must be postulated as sub-
sidiary conditions beside the field equations: in the following we shall consider
massive Rarita-Schwinger spinor fields whose dynamics is given by these two
field equations, first in the special form that is capable of implying its own con-
straints, as for the case of the gravitino field, and then in the form in which the
constraints must be postulated as subsidiary conditions beside the field equa-
tions, as in the original paper by Rarita and Schwinger [9, 10, 11, 12].
Given the Rarita-Schwinger spinor, the Rarita-Schwinger spinor matter field
equations are
εανρσγγνDρψσ +mσ
αρψρ = 0 (28)
in terms of the parameter m, which specify the time derivative for only the
spatial components but which also develop the constraint
4ενηρσFηργγνψσ − 2iε
νηρσGακηργγνσ
ακψσ + 4iε
νηρσGασηργγνψ
α −
−4iενηρσQκηργγνD
κψσ + 3m
2γνψ
ν = 0 (29)
in which because of the presence of torsion there are terms with the time deriva-
tive that cannot be removed by using the field equations, so that this constraint
is converted into a field equation and the balance between the number of inde-
pendent field equations and degrees of freedom is lost immediately.
So the matter vector-spinor field in the case in which its field equations imply
their own constraints are such that some of their constraints are converted into
field equations, spoiling the balance between the number of independent field
equations and degrees of freedom right away.
Because this special form of the Rarita-Schwinger equations was given in
order to imply its own constraints, which in this case are not gotten anyway,
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then we do not consider it anymore, and we will turn to consider the Rarita-
Schwinger equations with subsidiary conditions.
Given the Rarita-Schwinger spinor, the Rarita-Schwinger spinor matter field
equations are
iγµDµψ
ρ −mσραψα = 0 (30)
in terms of the parameterm, which specify the time derivative of all components.
Therefore it is clear that in this form the Rarita-Schwinger equations do
not develop any constraint, and henceforth we have that their characteristic
equation has solutions that are found to be of the light-like type alone.
Because Rarita-Schwinger matter field equations do not develop constraints,
subsidiary conditions must be imposed to set the degrees of freedom to the 4
that define vector-spinor fields and the set of field equations and constraints is
iγµDµψ
ρ −mσραψα = 0 (31)
γµψ
µ = 0 (32)
where the conserved quantities are given by the current
Jν = ψ
α
γνψα (33)
and by the energy
T σρ =
i
2
(
ψ
α
γσDρψα −D
ρψ
α
γσψα
)
(34)
and the spin
Sανµ = i2
[(
ψ
ν
γαψµ − ψ
µ
γαψν
)
+ 12ψ
σ
{γα, σνµ}ψσ
]
(35)
ψ
ν
γαψµ − ψ
µ
γαψν + ψ
ν
γµψα − ψ
α
γµψν = 0 (36)
ensuring the complete antisymmetry of the spin, and the spin and the energy
with the current are such that conservation laws (15), (14) and (13) are verified.
Now we will follow another way to count the degrees of freedom, directly
comparing the number of constraints: the vector-spinor field is defined with a
total number of 4 constrains upon its components, each being complex, giving a
total number of 8 real constraints; the condition of complete antisymmetry of the
spin provides 20 real constraints, whether the subsidiary condition is considered
or not: the degrees of freedom are less than the 4 degrees of freedom needed
to define the matter vector-spinor field. So problems for the Rarita-Schwinger
matter vector-spinor field about the right amount of degrees of freedom arise.
The matter vector-spinor field in the case in which its field equations have
to be supplemented by constraints as subsidiary conditions is overconstrained.
To this point we have studied cases of matter vector-spinor fields, that is
matter fields having both vectorial and spinorial indices; we now turn attention
to the case of the scalar-spinor field defined to have a spinorial index alone.
Scalar-Spinor Fields. The column of scalars ψ whose transformation law
is given by ψ′ = Sψ defines the Dirac spinors, as it is widely known [13].
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Given the Dirac spinor, the Dirac spinor matter field equations are
iγµDµψ −mψ = 0 (37)
in terms m, with time derivative of all components and unconstrained.
As the Dirac equations are unconstrained it follows that their characteristic
equation has solutions of the light-like type alone, again as it is widely known.
On the other hand we have that the entire set of field equations is given by
iγµDµψ −mψ = 0 (38)
and where the conserved quantities are given by the current
Jν = ψγνψ (39)
and by the energy
T σρ =
i
2
(
ψγσDρψ −Dρψγσψ
)
(40)
and the spin
Sανµ =
i
4
ψ{γα, σνµ}ψ (41)
completely antisymmetric, so that this form of the spin with the energy and also
with the current is such that conservation laws (15), (14) and (13) are verified.
As is it clear the spin is completely antisymmetric automatically, and no
further consistency problems arise, so the Dirac spinor is perfectly allowed.
From all these examples, we have shown that no tensorial index can be
present, so that we are left with a field having spinorial indices only, that is we
have the least-spin field as the only matter field possible within this scheme.
This matter field is the one characterized by causal propagation and the
complete antisymmetry of spin achieved in the most general case, while for all
conserved quantities the conservation laws are fulfilled as well.
So we have found that the simplest matter field alone is allowed, all the
others less simple matter fields are too complex and thus inconsistent in general,
recovering a result alternatively discussed in [13].
Conclusion
In this paper we have extended the Velo-Zwanziger analysis initially focused
on the gauge fields also to the metric and especially the torsion field, and we
have accompanied it with the study of what possible constraints may arise form
the complete antisymmetry of the spin tensor, discussing several examples: we
have seen that the matter vector complex field with the exterior derivative has
wave fronts with acausal propagation, while the matter vector-spinor field in
the case in which its field equations imply their own constraints as for the case
of the gravitino field is such that some of these constraints are converted into
field equations and some constraints are lost; the matter vector complex field
with standard derivative and the matter vector-spinor field that needs to be
supplemented by constraints as subsidiary conditions like in the original work
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of Rarita and Schwinger are both overconstrained; the matter scalar-spinor field
has none of these problems regarding the consistency with the constraints.
As a comparison with known previous results, we know the Velo-Zwanziger
analysis has shown that gauge curvatures determine propagation with acausal
features for the Rarita-Schwinger field of the gravitino and loss of constraints
for the spin-2 field; in the present treatment, we have shown that if beyond the
curvatures there is also torsion then propagation with acausal features is found
for the Proca field and loss of constraints for the Rarita-Schwinger field of the
gravitino: thus it is clear that there seem to be similar diseases affecting torsion-
less spin-
(
s+ 12
)
fields and torsional spin-s fields, as if for all these situations
torsion would account for an additional spin- 12 component in exacerbating those
problems. In addition to the Velo-Zwanziger analysis thus generalized, we have
seen that the complete antisymmetry of the spin gives constraints that reduce
the number of degrees of freedom; this creates problems in the very definition
of the matter fields, as it has already been remarked in [13]. This discussion
has shown that the torsion-spin coupling is responsible for either back-reactions
that can influence the propagation inducing acausal behaviour or constraints
that can reduce the degrees of freedom of the fields spoiling the definition of
the fields in exam, giving rise to issues of compatibility with the underlying
constraints that are difficult to meet by the complexity of a higher-spin matter
field. We have found that the least-spin matter field alone is permitted, while
all higher-spin matter fields have problems of consistency in general.
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